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NF NLP (USA) Certified  

NLP MASTER PRACTITIONER WORKSHOP 

Duration:  : Feb. 14, 15, 21 & 22, 2015.  (Four full days ) plus Homestudy    

 9.00am to 6.30pm 

Venue  :  A/C Hall, New 21, Old 11, First Main Road, Indira Nagar, Adyar, Chennai 600020.      Ph:  98410 70076 

This course is focused on giving you the skills of waking hypnosis, how to use NLP and hypnosis without formal trance, 
and how gaining direct access into a person's subconscious processing abilities is the key to getting others to do what 
you want. 

You will learn the words that change minds, the true language of subconscious influence. You will master the powerful 
filters each person uses to make sense of their experiences, screen out data, what to pay attention to, and what to 
ignore. Now you will learn the secret of working with these filters, and use them to effectively influence every area of 
your life. This is the most powerful training you can take. You will leave all of your limiting beliefs in the rubble, and 
program yourself to become the master of success you want to be.  

The NFNLP Master Certification class teaches how to do Waking Hypnosis and how to subconsciously influence others at 
will.  

People who took the much longer, more expensive trainings were shocked to learn how much they didn't know about 
real-world NLP. You will learn more in this intensive, power-packed course than most learn in long, drawn out, formal 
training. If NLP makes change rapid, why not learn rapidly? We use NLP to teach NLP - in plain, easy-to-understand 
English! Have fun, expand your awareness, and experience deep change NOW. 

You will  
 Learn and experience the little-known nuances of conscious/subconscious awareness for understanding human 

behavior and rapidly accelerating change. Plus learn covert NLP and hypnosis skills.  
 Master advanced applications of NLP -- learn and create new patterns and strategies for success, happiness and 

achievement. You will move to the forefront of the field and participate in the future of NLP by creating new 
patterns. 

In this course, you will learn how to: Hands-on Learning:  
 Get others to do what you want and have 

them think it was their idea  
 Master magic words of waking hypnosis  
 Read people like a book  
 Get people to like, listen, and respect you  
 Exude massive charisma  
 Push other people's buttons at will  
 Control your own "hot" buttons  
 Change other people's minds  
 Master subconscious communication  
 Release your personal energy 

 Advanced submodality distinctions  
 Instant trance inductions  
 Waking hypnotic patterns  
 Embedded commands  
 Using metaphors for deep trance marking  
 Nested loops for waking trance  
 Rapid strategy elicitation for modeling and change  
 Linguistic installation patterns  
 Values and belief elicitation for selling  
 Covert Meta program utilization mastery  
 Advanced modeling skills for success  
 Changing beliefs subconsciously  
 Covert change patterns  
 Time distortion patterns  
 Love strategies  
 Use nature to create metaphors  
 Future pacing for long term success  
 Accelerated learning - mind mapping 
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This course isn't just for "professionals" using NLP; it's for anyone who wants to improve and direct their life to be 
successful and prosperous. Whether you are in a health-related field, social work, sales, teaching, public speaking, or any 
other profession – these powerful techniques will help you both professionally and personally.  

 
Learn from the people who broke the code of silence to teach YOU the secrets of NLP.  

NOW is your opportunity to earn the prestigious title of Master Practitioner and gain the skills and abilities you will need 
to excel in personal growth, relationships, and business.  This training leads you to the secret of creating your future. You 
will learn the new and most advanced applications of NLP known.  You will participate in creating the future of NLP as 
you yourself discover how to create new patterns and strategies of success and achievement, happiness and love.  This 
Master Practitioner Training guides you to the maintenance of a positive outlook on life while teaching you new skills 
and strategies that you have never dreamed possible. 

This course is destined to be a resource for the rest of your life.  You will experience the little known nuances of 
conscious for understanding human behaviour and accelerating change you will learn powerful hypnotic language 
patterns for waking trance with anyone you meet. 

You will receive  a reference manual for use both during the training which will give you a tool you can refer to anytime 
and the techniques, in a step-by-step manner, that you can use with anyone. 

 
Certification: 
Upon successful completion of this master practitioner workshop, you will be issued MASTER PRACTITIONER 
CERTIFICATE by the National Federation of Neurolinguistic Programming (NFNLP), USA. 

Workshop Leader: 
MR K. ARAVAMOOTHAM, Management Consultant, Corporate trainer and CERTIFIED GOLD MASTER TRAINER OF NFNLP, 
USA. He has over 25 years of rich experience in automobile and industrial selling and over 20 years in teaching and 
training all over India. He has conducted several NLP practitioner and master practitioner workshops in the last 20 years. 
He has trained in NLP under Dr Richard Bandler, Dr William Horton, Dr Richard McHugh, Dr Reza Borr & Mr Mick 
Lawrence and has undergone over 200 days of NLP workshop training. He is Past President of The Hypnotique Circle 
(Madras) and President of The TA Study Circle (Madras). 

How to Register?
 

Please return the Registration Form given below along with your cheque favouring “K. Aravamootham” payable at  
Chennai. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 

Registration Form – NLP Master Practitioner Workshop 
Feb. 14, 15,21 &22,2015 – Chennai;     Timings: 9.00am to 6.30pm 
 Course Fee - Rs. 14500/-  Early Bird Special Fee on or before Feb. 4, 2015: Rs. 13500/-  (Repeaters: Rs. 4000/-)      
 
Mr K. Aravamootham, 
B-4, Ganesh Apartments, 34, D’Silva Road, Mylapore, Chennai  600004. Mob:9840103542. 
 

I am registering myself for the above workshop.  My Cheque/DD in favor of K. ARAVAMOOTHAM payable at CHENNAI 
for Rs.______________ towards the participation fee is enclosed. 

Name   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address ____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: _____________________Mob: _________________   Email: ________________________ 

*    This form can be used by individuals as well as company sponsored nominees. 
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